scholarly use by the English scholar William
James Thoms in 1846. It is commonly accepted that this concept embraces a people's spiritual as well as material culture, including folk crafts such as wood carving, blacksmithing, embroidery, weaving, etc., as well as dances, music, beliefs and rituals that are familiar to and observed by the majority of the members of an ethnosocial group. There exists a series of definitions of the term, a fact that bears witness to the pluralism of opinions among scholars occupied with the study of folklore and the traditions connected to it. However, it is possible to identify two tendencies in the use of the given term -broad and narrow.
A broad understanding of folklore includes the collective creative activity of one or another people that reflects its quotidian and spiritual sphere in the most varied manifestations -from folk songs and dances to objects of decorative and applied arts. A narrow understanding of folklore is devoted to its interpretation in regard to oral creativity and is treated as "verbal folk creativity." 1 Folklore is distinguished by genre diversity.
Folkloric works can encompass folk poetry, choral song, family legend, work song, ritual song, mythological story, incantation, the tale, the epic, religious verse, historical song, ditties,
etc. An important trait of folklore is its collective character, in other words, as a collective art it does not have a concrete author but is disseminated by its bearer -the collective. As soon as an author appears for a work of folklore, it immediately acquires a specific genre form.
We will now examine how Leonid Alekseevich Filatov 2 succeeded -with the aid of which lingual resources -in using folklore motifs as a base for creating the tale ""Fedot the Musketeer, a Brave Lad". Golubitsa: "I will sew, I will wash, I will boil, / I won't chide for slights and hurts / I will play to you on the violin/ and your bedbugs I will squash! In the first place, the growing interest of scholars is conditioned to a large degree by the functions of the poetic text, directed toward the implementation of a pragmatic impact realized in the form of aphoristic formulae, slogans, mottos, etc.
In the second place, the poetic (expressive) word, applied in a cultural-historical or sociopolitical context, gives rise to a series of associations consonant with the moods of the mass recipient or separate target audiences.
In the third place, the expressive word is convergent, i.e. it facilitates the convergence and consolidation of society's various socially significant forces.
In the fourth place, the poetic text offers the possibility to examine the human cognitive system not only as a structure for processing and preserving a certain volume of knowledge, but also as a structure reflecting by various language means or by other semiotic codes the way in which humans see the world and treat events and phenomena that occur in the surrounding reality.
In the context of the preceding, a question arises concerning the attribution of one or another word to the class of the poetic. In the given case we subscribe to the views of contemporary cognitive scholars who propose that "in a language system the cognitive function is most fully . In addition to the main characters of the fairytale source, Leonid Filatov introduces to the narrative the Tsarevna and the Nanny. As a result the work has been given many performances in various theaters in Russian and the CIS, and it has also been made as an animated film. (electronic resource: http://yandex.ru/search/?text=про%20 федота-стрельца%20удалого%20 молодца%20леонид %20филатов &clid=9582&lr=213 -accessed 5/10/2015)
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These words are presumably a general reference to Peter the Great's victory over Sweden in the Great Northern War. In 1703 Peter I defeated Swedish garrisons along the Neva River and began construction of the city of St. Petersburg, whose founding arose from the need to consolidate Russia's position on the Gulf of Finland. Understanding this consolidation of strength, the Swedish king Charles XII launched an invasion in January 1708 with the intent to destroy the Russian army and seize Moscow. The attempt failed (cf. the decisive Russian victory at Poltava in early July 1709), with substantial losses on both sides.
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There words probably refer to the conquest of Azov by Tsar Peter I in 1696, which consequently provided Russia access to the Azov and Black Seas. Turkey (the Ottaman Empire) was compelled to begin talks with Moscow that concluded with a favorable treaty for the latter.
